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EBENEZER GANG
LEADER STILL
SPREADING FEAR
DIPLOMATS SCURRY IN AN EFFORT
TO QUELL FEARS BY THAI AUTHORITIES
Special report by Editor-in-Chief
and former Ebenezer gang member,
The Kokoda Kid.
June 1st, 2014 - I can recall the
first time I met the Ebenezer Kid. He
came up to me, with tears in his
eyes, saying “It’s a boy! It’s a boy!”
He swore there and then that it
would be the last time he picked up
someone in a bar in Thailand.
Well, the Kid just returned to
Thailand and we can only hope that
he picks the right bar this time or at
least the right girl.
The thing is though, Thailand went
into immediate lock-down. The
media is describing recent events in
Thailand as a military coup. Let me
tell you though. This was no coup.

This was the reaction of the Thai
government going into panic mode
when they discovered that the
Ebenezer Kid was returning to the
country.
It’s the same reason that the
Australian PM recently cancelled a
visit to Indonesia, after claiming
that he had work that needed his
urgent attention back home. Tiny
Rabbit was fearful of the backlash
he would have to face from the
Indonesian government because of
the news that Ebenezer would be in
that region of the world. At least the
PM would be safe at home, as long
as he stayed away from universities
and probably the public in general.
As I sit here in this dark, dank cold
place, writing about Ebenezer and
drinking bitter, disgusting, cold

THE EBENEZER KID
coffee, surrounded by those of
whom I best not pay too much
attention to if I value my safety, I
realise that here at the pistol club is
probably not the best place to write
a story.
Meanwhile, let’s get back to
Ebenezer. He’s a little different from
the rest of us. While we mix our
bourbon with coke, he shows us
how it’s really done. He drinks his
coke straight. There’s no mixing
bourbon with his soda!
Hail to the mighty Ebenezer Kid!
- Amen.

DID YOU KNOw?

Take care of those
pesky varmints,
4 legs or 2.
The results are
always the same.
Satisfying!
~~~~~~~~~~~
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On September 8, 1883, Sitting Bull, the main chief of the Lakota tribes,
delivered a speech at the celebration of the driving of the last spike in the
Northern Pacific railroad joining with the transcontinental system. He
delivered the speech in his Sioux language, departing from a speech
originally prepared by an army translator. Denouncing the U.S. government,
settlers, and army, the listeners thought he was welcoming and praising
them. While giving the speech, Sitting Bull paused for applause periodically,
bowed, smiled, and continued insulting his audience as the translator
delivered the original address.
The Long Branch Saloon really did exist in Dodge City, Kansas. One of the
owners, William Harris, was a former resident of Long Branch, New Jersey
and named the saloon after his hometown in the 1880's. The Long Branch
Saloon still exists in Dodge City and can be seen at Dodge City's Boothill Museum.
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